November 29, 2021

Student Life Staff,

This e-mail is the third in our series updating you on the impressive progress we have made as a Division towards accomplishing our five Divisional priorities for 2021-2022. This week we are highlighting priority one:

Rebuild Student Engagement & Involvement to Near Pre-COVID Levels

Major Accomplishments:

- Impacted 3,190 students through Orientation and 2,931 students through Baylor Line Camp—both record levels of participation—leading to the implementation of two additional sections for Orientation and Baylor Line Camp this year
- Late Night welcomed 7,342 students
- Over 360 student organizations have resumed in-person operations
- Intramural programming expanded with over 2,755 individual students participating in 9 different sports this fall, with 5,188 total participations (some students play multiple sports)
- Homecoming Extravaganza attracted over 10,000 participants
- Sophomore specific programs were implemented to help transition 3,295 students whose first year at Baylor was interrupted by COVID

"A hallmark of the Baylor student experience is the opportunity to engage with other students through clubs, activities, programs, intramurals and events. Baylor graduates recount these activities as some of the most important in their time as a student and lifelong friendships are forged through these experiences. COVID-19 and the ramifications of a global pandemic drastically altered our ability to gather for these critical opportunities for engagement in the 2020-2021 academic year. Thanks to your exceptional work and creativity, we are well on our way to returning to pre-covid levels of engagement with revitalized programming, robust participation in clubs and organizations and strong attendance at athletic events."

Sharra Hynes, Ph.D.
Associate Vice President and Dean of Students

P.S. Through these emails, we are showcasing the amazing work that you do as well as the exciting accomplishments we are seeing in our division, but if you’d like to take a look at more than 20 pages of our accomplishments from this past year, check out the 2020-21 Student Life Annual Report HERE.

Stay connected with Student Life